The earlier days Q: We come here with a project in mind: to do a series of interviews with core members of the CODESIRA on its history. Can you tell us your side of the story?
Sam Moyo (hereafter SM): In a way, 1972 was the first decade of independence in Africa. On average, most African countries got independence between 1960 and 1963 -a few before that. That first decade saw a first generation of African scholars and professors who were now occupying the African academia. They weren't necessarily always in the majority, but were beginning to become the main academics at universities. Here in CODESRIA, we always talk about the first generation. Of course, before that there were also some people who were trained and got PhDs from abroad, and in the 1950s there were a few historians here and there. But by the 1960s until 1972 or 1973 there was a substantial bloc in every county, with quite a few academics teaching or doing a masters, or involved in PhD research. So that's one way to understand in terms of a body of people who were involved.
Related to that was the euphoria of independence, of autonomy, and people trying to think autonomously intellectually: what was our own perspective? People were still reacting to very strongly-dominated British or French social sciences, and increasingly there was also American political science. So that's the issue: the first wave of people who were trying to establish a community with ideas, partly about autonomous intellectual projects and also in reaction to the idea of development. But what was development? Was it what was defined as the trajectory of the North American-Anglo tradition, or was there another path? It was a case of trying to think about development and the many questions as to what was going on, why was Africa not developed? What were the problems?
In 1973 when CODESRIA was getting started, it was founded by deans of social science. The first group of members -they were not necessarily representative of every country at that point, but were selecting people who were progressive -reached a critical mass. They were deans and directors from the institutes coming together to share experiences and collective thinking. That was another moment. Another important underlying issue was the people who formed it: there was a certain selection process in terms of the perspective of people who had tried to be critical in terms of their development perspective, about social sciences, etc. If we're anthropologists, this was the authority or academic theory of anthropology in Oxford or somewhere and here we were talking about people who are saying "No: there must be another way." These people were not explaining exactly the history of Africa. Another dimension to this group of people was that this was also the first decade of the experiment to officially develop pan-Africanism. The Organization of African Unity was developed around 1963 and the idea of panAfricanism was very important.
They were African progressives with leftish leanings, not necessarily just left, but with the idea not only that Africa shared a common history of oppression, but also that European influences is divided territorially and intellectually. There was a lot of pan-African spirit. It's one of the important values underlying the foundation of CODESRIA, and the other one was the critical development of the continent. This was an important change. In this period we had some forms of development. At this time, African economies were growing slowly but the transformation was limited. By 1973 By or 1974 , the crisis began, there was the oil shock, and the currency-dollar regime. It was a very shaky period. The east-west confrontation in Africa was strong: there was the liberation movement in Angola, part of Mozambique, and Rhodesia was not yet Zimbabwe. The spirit was pan-Africanism, so it's also about liberating the rest, of the contention towards imperialism and so on. All these factors brought a sense of urgency. In the international community, there was a debate about new international liberal order. That context was also informing how to get social scientists together. There was also IDEP (African Institute for Economic Development and Planning, 1963-) , a UN agency set up in Dakar in the 1960s led by Samir Amin. He became the first Executive Secretary of CODESRIA, creating a space to support this association of deans called CODESRIA.
That was an important phase. In terms of the broad political economic context, at that time we had a first generation emerging. On an intellectual level, the mid-1970s was an important moment on the level of theory -the dependency school. Through CODESRIA, Samir Amin and others, you had an articulation and different books: Walter Rodney's How Europe Underdeveloped Africa, Samir Amin's Unequal Exchange, Issa Shivji on internal factors and class and race in Tanzania, and so on. There was a first round of a counter-body of knowledge, linking up with the Latin American debate on dependency theory. They had also the dependency school in CLACSO (Latin American Council of Social Sciences) and ECLA (the Economic Community for Latin America). So it began to mobilize and you had a first set of publications right up to about 1982.
In terms of the next moment from this generation, the effect of the crisis was building up. There were liberations in Angola and Zimbabwe. In addition, most African countries turned around economic policy into a neoliberal or structural adjustment, unlike Asia for example. From 1980 to 1984, the numbers of countries and governments had shifted. In real life, the African states went the opposite way in relation to intellectual debate. So now the problem was that there's a crisis growing in the late 1970s and early 1980s in a number of African countries, leading to a quantum shift from then. From that time you had also a second generation of scholars coming in. I was in between the first and second: the second generations were a bit younger than me. I already had my Masters in 1979 Masters in or 1980 , and was doing my PhD -I was already involved. The second generation really came up in the 1980s so were a bit younger than me.
Q: In terms of institutional context, I imagine it took Samir a while to get things organized. I mean, CODESRIA officially started in 1973 but there was presumably preparation, funding, and so on. Secondly, what were the formats in which people were getting together, how was it evolving?
SM: Samir was involved in a UN institution in Senegal called IDEP. At that time, the University of Tanzania at Dar Es Salaam and Nairobi University were hot spots for the new generation, the first generation. In the first instance, they organized meetings of these deans and institutions who would come with some funds of their own. They planned and held conferences -Amin offered them a small space in the corner of IDEP. You should ask somebody to take you to see that! IDEP is still there as a UN planning center, but more bureaucratic and training oriented. They offered a small space for CODESRIA. Samir was running the institute so he just offered the space and small secretarial support. In the first two or three years they hired a part-time secretary to assist Samir. Then, a scholar from Mali came and worked for some years. Then there was a second guy and then Bujra from Kenya. He left his job to come and run it. The idea was to run it for a few years and then go back. Then they got another deputy, an assistant called Thandika Mkandawire. So in that period, 1975 or 1976 , it was a small office. By 1978 or 1979 they started to convince the Scandinavians -Sweden and Norway -to give money. Obviously the British or the Americans were not involved or interested.
Q: So at the beginning it was internal funds? SM: It was internal, and there was not a lot of money -a little bit like what you do now.
With people involved, maybe their universities had some funds or grants for travel. Everyone came together, had conferences and then made an Executive Committee with one or two people running the place. When they got money, they were able to organize some annual activities. Their first instrument was called "multinational working groups." They chose themes every year for the subsequent two or three years, and after two years would produce a book. Later they started "national working groups." Each working group comprised members from 10 to 13 countries to write, do research and work together. Sometimes people were already doing research in that area, but they committed to working together to write chapters on this or that country, with one group editing, etc. They formed working groups on different themes. They would have a concept paper on the methodology, proposals and responses, then a methodology workshop to discuss their approaches. People could write back, send papers, and then they'd meet for a conference to discuss that theme. At any given time you would have a number of multinational working groups focused on mining, industrialization, agriculture and so on.
Q: Who set the agenda?
SM: The collective. They were meeting together and would have a working conference to discuss these themes. In a very short time there were at least 50 or 60 people who Samir was regularly meeting. They would discuss when to have a conference with those presenting, and maybe others to invite. They were building the community. The point was that it was a regular form of communication.
Q: By the early 1970s, universities were already set up. Were the colonial institutions increasingly being taken over by natives? SM: At that point they were mainly bringing Africans. In those universities, there might be a few British or American visiting academics but they're trying to get progressive Africans. They might be left, anti-imperialist -a whole mixture of different degrees of left -but basically progressive.
Q: I would imagine these were also the people occupying these positions in the West? SM: Yes, most of them had been trained in the West, but they were also fighting there. To give you an example, there was Rostow's theory of development. They were saying no, no, that's not the correct history, or to simply focus on industrialization. They were critiquing that this sociology was a discussion of conforming with the social organization and transformation of Europe and America. There was a gradual critique of the different disciplines, even histories. But these people were saying: no, you're not telling the correct history: this is what happened.
Q: This was the beginning of "independence": a very small number of critically-minded people, these became the first generation, a kind of cohort who were trained elsewhere but then came together. They then started to train the first postindependence generation. Was this the picture?
How did it work?
SM: They were trained in the universities. These were the normal problems of curriculum that they were trying to change. But in terms of research, they were forming multinational working groups, bringing a few more senior and experienced scholars to generate different perspectives. They were trying to animate and facilitate thinking, exposing new literature and mentoring young groups in their projects. The aim was to do better research and critical thinking with a new perspective. They were also committed to publishing their own perspective, when others were still publishing in Oxford, or trying to. So you had books coming out that had no stamp of authority from Europe. This was and still is psychologically and intellectually important -the logistics of doing that. Also they were thinking to translate into French and English so it's accessible to the different countries, as well as to do simultaneous translation at conferences. We didn't want barriers of language, colonial languages, or of country. So although people were writing country studies you had an interaction, people were beginning to open up their thinking, apply some critical methods and ideas, and come up with new findings.
Q: So has CODESRIA been from the very beginning multilingual? SM: Yes, because they were also included by IDEP, the African Union and so on. They were all multilingual and tried to have a balance. You must always make sure you have some people from different regions, and you are bringing diverse people together.
A: So Arabic was there to begin with? SM: Arabic was not. It was not a formal translation until much later -the same with the African Union. It was mainly French and English, and also Portuguese. Portuguese is only applicable to three or four countries anyway. There was always difficultly in getting people from Portuguese-speaking countries. Even now, we have some but not so many. It's still growing.
Q:
We interviewed Mahmood Mamdani when he was in Hangzhou. He seemed to be saying that for him CODESRIA was the home ground for collecting people from these small countries who wanted to do research. He suggested that without CODESRIA he wouldn't be doing the work he's doing now.
SM:
No, his work would have been narrowstill critical, but not made up of the broader commonalities.
Q: So in terms of involvement in the process and collective research, you also mutually inform each other the conditions in different places?
Precisely. This is what I'm saying. Imagine you are a young scholar: you think about what happened elsewhere. Then you hear about something similar in Kenya, so we're learning about different countries and are informing each other. Also, technically, in terms of research methods, you are beginning to see things in a broader way. So yes, it's a home ground. In 1976, I was finishing my first degree and on my way to go and do a Masters in Canada, but I was exposed to some of the first books of CODESRIA and also other critical thinkers. For some other reasons I came through Dakar and I spent some time in the holidays at CODESRIA when it was at IDEP where I started to learn. So for me, before going to North America I had already been forced to confront an African perspective. So even when I went to do my Master's, my professors said, "Stop, leave this communist stuff. Just write your thesis, do interviews and so on." I was asking more questions than they wanted me to ask, and I was taking longer to finish because I was not happy with that neoclassical and euro-centric view.
Q: So you were taking these things with you to the US to debate with them? SM: I was trying to! I was still a Master's student. My trajectory would not have been what it was if I had not been exposed to an African perspective before. When I was there, I was keeping in touch with different works from Africa. There was a mixture. A few people like me came back and we started to join multinational groups because we were younger. This was early 1980s, and the topics and themes were broadening. We met some people of our age group or a little bit older, and some senior people, so we were constantly multiplying this process from the 1980s to 1990s, to now. Now it has multiplied so many times.
What was critical about the second period is that we had this crisis in the 1980s (you should read Mamdani's paper, the one he presented in Hangzhou, in parallel to what I'm saying). At the end of the 1970s and in the early 1980s, the broader crisis hit the African universities substantially. There were more people in the universities, more new people with PhDs, professors, training and lecturers but fewer facilities, poorer facilities and less money for research. CODESRIA then assumed another big role, not only in providing an intellectual perspective, but also in supporting stressful conditions in the academia. Funding also transformed. This was the time of Thandika Mkandawire catering to a broader range of questions. On the one hand, certain themes and issues were questioning structural adjustment policies, aid systems and so on -the new policies. On the other hand, you're trying to fill the gap of supporting people who are doing postgraduate work in the universities.
So we introduced small grants for people to do field research for Masters and PhDs. People in universities in different African countries could get, say $3000 or $5000 to finance their research, to buy books, do fieldwork, etc. That supported a whole new generation who were the real second generation. From 1985 to 1990 they were supported through training, which we called small grants. Therefore we were also supporting the lecturers who were supervising. They competed for these grants as a group. That's a big pool. At the same time you also had multinational working groups undertaking a number of projects every year. Then policy also stepped up in terms of what they call national working groups, so in each country, a small grant was given to one or two people to manage a group of around ten scholars to produce a book on an issue of their concern.
Q: When it came to these issues, what would be the tensions in an intellectual sense? When it comes to pan-African, sub-regional and national, how do you conceptualize or organize these in terms of problematics or in terms of themes? Is there a logic emerging? SM: When the multinational group is organized, you always try to think of ending up with ten or twelve chapters in the final product. So you should at least invite 15 people distributed from North Africa, to west, eastern, southern and central. You should aim for participation in every project from different regions. Maybe sometimes they'll fall out, maybe sometimes there'll be no one from central Africa, or maybe more from east Africa than west. But you bring them together. You don't force every study to be exactly the same.
People will say in Egypt, for example, this is how this issue evolves, whereas in Kenya it's different. So a book can have different perspectives. Sometimes they try to have an introduction stating that our books are not so much comparative studies apart from in a very general sense. They're not compelling everything to be comparisons, one on one. Rather, they are broad comparisons. What are the kinds of policies? What are the kinds of people involved? You're getting an analysis that can be read comparatively. You're not forcing the whole perspective, but sometimes the editors may lead the group towards a way of framing it -people like Mamdani for example would do. They might pick up certain points. They produce a framework to project what the trend could be, and then you can read each chapter.
Even nationally, we might choose people who are critical thinkers across different disciplines. It was never solely economics, for example, but more diverse social sciences. Somehow you balance. Not everyone's very left wing, but definitely there are not so many who are ideologically right wing. Without forcing a line, you are bringing together right and left, lib-center to left and in between, more center, with a few very left. In the 1980s, with the adjustment and the crisis, you also got another shift: the continent was going through the beginnings of democratization, a transition. So you got studies about social movements, elections, and democracy. It was an opening up from the economy to politics, elections, democracy and so on. At the same time, when the funding was growing, you had many more working groups. Into the 1980s and 1990s it really became more a debate around democratization, which took center stage, but there were also many other things. You need to look through the list of publications to see them all.
Q: So it was interdisciplinary in nature and it countered knowledge that emerged from western mainstream social science. Did things emerge to be something like a culture of CODESRIA?
SM: In a way, yes, there was a rough, very general idea of being interdisciplinary. A lot of CODESRIA's work doesn't compel people to conform to one discipline. If you're writing about trade in Zimbabwe, you don't have to conform to anthropology perspectives: you're applying different economic and social perspectives. You're not compelled to respond to a specialist journal that is about anthropology, or neoclassical economics, etc. The same applies to political economy -it needn't necessarily be classically Marxist.
Q: So there is no disciplinary commitment. The commitment is to confront the problems emerging in concrete social and political contexts.
SM: More or less. It's about confrontation with the intellectual perspective and the narrative of African development. But it's also confronting narrow disciplinary ways -that is, the Eurocentric perspective. We're to unveil a new grounding of what's happened. It's an opening-up and saying things that many people from the West may not know. There are good western scholars who have a close affinity, but they are few. They are learning from this as well.
Q: Has that ever been clearly articulated?
SM: It's never been clearly acknowledged and we always have to fight them. Slowly, sometimes you see them referencing our work. For them, they always recognize the authority of their own people. Sometimes their people could learn from our scholars and emphasize this as an authority in their work.
Q: We've also confronted similar issues. People ask how we're different, and how we articulate those differences. I don't even feel it relates to a specific discipline. So what is that called?
Counter-knowledge SM: The idea of a dominant theoretical and disciplinary framework is common throughout the world in so far as much of the knowledge being generated is driven through some kind of European historical intellectual history. This is common, whether in Asia or elsewhere. But there are different interpretations of Africa. Some come down to information and factual, but even these methods do not understand why certain things happen. But with CODESRIA, there is a focus on certain themes as an academic and intellectual exercise; to write about democracy in the way we do as opposed to writing about African political systems from a theory of political science or other framework.
We try to understand certain issues: the military, for example, and how they have evolved which is a totally different approach from any western analysis, or else challenging the idea of tribes. It's a different way of showing things. At the same time, western universities are taking African scholars who build from this and do PhDs and so forth. It shows sometimes in their work, but they are never given the authority that comes with perspective. For example, you can say that there's a perspective which is something called "neo-patrimonialism." There's an article by Thankdika that you can read. I think in Japan and even in Asia, there's an idea that our societies are organized in what they call prebendalism. It doesn't conform very well to the western idea of a legal bureaucratic regime. In the form of solidarity that shapes processes, politics and policy, it is corruption and explained as a deviation. Not in the way, say, Taiwan mobilizes certain industrial programs, it's not understood in that sense, but giving another cultural view of things. We're showing these issues in a different light.
We often have to rebut western views, and sometimes that becomes the main objective. It's not true that we are just neo-patrimonialists. The relations are more complicated: maybe there are some class relations or other forms of social relations. The way this goes as far as the West is concerned is a very dishonest intellectual experience: often they will dominate people who come to do PhDs under them, or try to publish in their journals, and when they come with their grants they work with people that they don't fully acknowledge, or give them credit. Sometimes it's very subtly done, but slowly it begins to become evident.
It's not like a factory where you say, "I did this and that, and then I manufactured this." For me, I think some people would say that my work has been influential in some ways in giving a perspective around agrarian land transformation. But I may not have felt the compulsion like some western groups to say this is the theory of this, and put it in a way that becomes formalized. But a lot of research responds to that. A lot of people counter it. Sometimes what we are saying is that you guys don't look at the evolution of capital imperialism abroad where you are trying to narrow things too much. Look at China, and the East, and so forth. But they're not looking.
If African countries are saying, no, we're shifting, we're going to do land reform, to analyze that from a different way, the West is saying, "no, these people don't think rationally because of their system." But when we give a counter view you don't necessarily have to engage that theory, you give the counter ones. Some people write for years about the different views of different western scholars, and they may say something is this and that but it is a combination of various things. You see some of the differences. Maybe that has not yet been fully done and digested. In other words, to understand certain intricacies of your question, it doesn't need the history of the science itself to document history.
Q: In terms of recognition, has CODESRIA itself at least within Africa tried to forget about African studies in the west and tried to establish authority within the continent? Since 1970 when you started, has the intellectual authority been established in the sense that younger student researchers are recognized by authorities here within the network? SM: I think you can see that in a lot of the literature. But you must also remember that the battle doesn't end. From the West in the 1990s came a very strong period of post-modernist thought that is thrown into cultural studies. You have new generations of Africans who are maybe going with that and feeding into that. So you have a contest evolving. But a number of these people are still coming back and trying to see how to position themselves against those new ideas, even issues such as democratization, the whole story about post-Cold War, the European war, the green Revolution, all that stuff. It is another way of claiming a periodical conceptual way of understanding the evolution of society. These things are still influencing. Because the dominant forces are still shaping, you have a forward movement. You have so many people who may be youngsters, who may be involved -people still want to be published in the Journal of American Economics but they still also want to be published by CODESRIA. They refer to it, so the numbers have been growing. Q: Unless the recognition comes from outside Africa -let's say Asia or Latin America -otherwise the only recognition is coming from the West?
SM: Precisely, but the problem with Asia, -and I had this experience with the Japanese Association -Mine Yoichi and Matsuda Motoji, and Ota Itaru -is that, in some ways, some are anthropologists, some are economists, and you can see that they depend very much on western background theoretically, but they have also done their own empirical work in their way of anthropology. So they're caught between a Japanese perspective, and also looking at some African scholars. They are also questioning that -as is China. With China, the feeling was that they relied too much on the West to interpret. Even Japan, at some point, it thinks that they discovered CODESRIA later -the late 1990s perhapsand they began to see this different work.
For example, there was a Japanese academic who, before he died, did some work on Zimbabwe. He was the first to recognize our work as another narrative of Zimbabwe. He could see from my work historically through CODES-RIA, and some other Zimbabweans who were really writing with the West. That was our encounter: I was this person from CODESRIA. So gradually you have an interaction that gives at least a different perspective, but at the same time there's some recognition. It's an evolution. Our journal is the South-South project, and even CODESRIA would ask how to find a way to open it.
South-South, tri-continental project Q: We were very surprised to read (the translation of) your article on imperialism and primitive accumulation. There were three of you writing together -one from Brazil, one from India, one from Africa. That was eye opening. We don't have that. How did that come into being? SM: Today, and at some points historically, CODESRIA had a few initiatives with Latin America. There's CLAPSO, an organization like CODESRIA, occasionally they had few activities to interact, but it wasn't systematic. When I was Deputy President of CODESRIA until 2000 or 2001, we established a SouthSouth project with CLAPSO, CODESRIA and what is now IDEAS in India. Already in the 1990s, the idea was to try to strengthen the knowledge in the South. That project has been going on. In the meantime, the group on agrarian studies and I said that we had to broaden our understanding, before everybody got excited about land grabs. I said, "This is still an important problem, that also takes different forms in Japan and so on." When we formed the African organization, it was to have a base of an African group but integral to this was to be tri-continental. So the journal (The Agrarian South) is one signal and the summer school is another, to say that we should learn from one another. It also happened, because of the recognition of my work, I was being invited to Latin America and then India with Jomo K. S. and the network. I'm still in that network. We saw that we should build something very specific -the summer school ever year, and the journal. So we've been working for over ten years developing it and we've published a few books from different continents. There's no other way than to have this forum and to regularly follow. Sometimes it takes a long time -like this one book, A Scramble for Africa -because it's a long process of trying out. What is important is that you see that the questions are pertinent not only in common ways, but across the world. That is the main driving idea: how to bring together and learn in a more open way, so you're not cornered.
We got to the point in the 1990s where we began to realize that it's important to have cross-fertilization. Sometimes it takes a lot of time and it's costly because you've spent time networking and learning about different situations, but it's a process. There's no other way. You can't just sit and read about Korea or Japan.
For example, I have a book that a Japanese professor Yasuda gave me. He's an older Japanese professor, one of the investors in the northern prefecture. There's a university there. This man is interesting because he actually did his PhD in the late 1960s and early 1970s in Uganda on East African culture. He presented at Markerere University in 1969 or 1970. He later translated it and the book was updated and published in 1984 or 1985. He gave me a copy when I did a lecture in Japan. We were at dinner and discussing a Japanese student doing research in Zimbabwe. I explained to her, the student, that she was being too narrow in her approach. He told the young lady that what I was saying was correct. He explained that he had tried to do some work on this in East Africa, comparing Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania. By talking with him I could also see an easier method of making the comparison, especially in cultural marketing. I even gave the reference to Mahmood regarding the issues he discusses about settler -native. I said, "Read that book, I know you have the background, but the way he has laid it out is interesting." He was comparing how the policies laid out in the 1960s were driven by the British, post-Colonial natives, Indians in East Africa, Asians and British companies. Seen from another perspective it is very useful.
Policy and politics
Q: What has been CODESRIA's position on the relationship with policy and politics? SM: In one way, CODESRIA didn't want to be tied to a narrow policy discussion or commissioned work, not to restructure organizationally into certain relationships with governments or the UN, but to focus on certain themes, which show up in policy debates, which were subjected to an intellectual discussion. The whole issue of economic reform, for example, became a big subject: investigating it more deeply and questioning the academic and policy discourse, which it informs. I was reading a book by Robert Bates, a very influential American scholar in the 1970s. From his work came the theorization of how to implement structural adjustment in Africa. In the first World Bank report in 1981, he was the lead author on transforming Africa, which legitimized and justified the structural adjustment policy. CODESRIA spent many years responding to structural adjustment and these people. Now I'm reading it again, now that we know certain things. The point is that we didn't have to write specifically about policy, but we were dealing with this broader problem. So we had a lot of work, especially on structural adjustment in Africa, in different sectors, different fields: an evaluation of policy more or less but in an academic way, not as a consultant's report. CODESRIA favored that and tried to understand what are the key ideas or policies, without being too narrow.
Q: With each individual state does CODESRIA have a policy to keep its distance? SM: Generally the policy was to keep a distance from individual states but to interact with them at arms' length -not to sit with them and say this is what policy should be. If there's a book by CODESRIA, policy makers and others can read it and see. They're officials, even in the media sometimes. Even in the West, eventually scholars picked up the critique of circular justice from CODESRIA. This is one area where decisively there was a flood of responses from Africa, which they have accepted.
Q: What is CODESRIA's relationship with the African Union?
SM: CODESRIA has recognition to sit in the Union, but not vote. But the relationship was never one of being in a position to ask each other to do this or that. Instead, CODESRIA would say, "We are here, here's our book." Recently they started doing a few things, a few meetings together where they explain what they're studying and bring policy makers. AU (African Union) represents more than one government, or ECOWAS (Economic Community of West African States) might bring some officials or trade representatives, but it's not close. We try to keep a distance from working in response to a specific policy or demand.
Funding/autonomy
Q: What's the policy on funding?
SM: We were lucky that for many years it came from the Scandinavians, although we were not aligned with them. Take Norway, for example, which although part of NATO, its politics don't project NATO. They are neoliberal; Sweden and so forth are part of the European Union, but they also had a certain sympathy for non-aligned movements, particularly with Olive Palme. He endorsed people. They had this idea that they also should have solidarity with the South, with Africa. They did a lot of their work through the UN to whom they were important contributors for their programs, but at a distance. So they became the corporate contributor to CODESRIA and they stayed with CODESRIA until now. Q: They give you the funds, but they cannot do anything to tilt the agenda? SM: No, in general they have tried to support the development of this longstanding institution with autonomy. I think, to them, they feel happier that no one can say we told them what to do. If you had been relying on the Americans or some other funding, it may be a problem. At certain points the Ford foundation or these liberal foundations, now and then, they would try to get involved. To some extent they have an American agenda.
The good thing was that it was never just one. It was the Scandinavians, the Rockefellers, now and then the Norwegian government, the Dutch and so on. The policies contained direct individual influences, but some of the policies had an indirect influence. For instance, in discussion funders would say that democracy is a big issue, and that they could give some more money. Some of those things are the ones CODESRIA is interested in anyway. Or the Canadians would say that they are trying to understand agriculture or climate changeare we doing anything on that? So you get additional funds. But there's a core institutional fund that allows CODESRIA to fund its institution, develop programs including the annual conference, and so on.
Q: So CODESRIA does not cater to particular types of funding resource? SM: That's the general principle, but the real product is a fund for development, aid. So you are funding a public good: more knowledge production and making information available to all Africans and the world. That's the idea. That's the trade off: we ask funders, "Are you interested?", not what view, or what theme, it's more a case of you fund us, we will show you many books, journals, scholars who are developing research -rather than dictate what they should be writing about. That's the broad way to think about the principle. We will decide what we think the strategy of promoting the scholarship should be, with training, publications, research networks, and so on.
Q: So ultimately CODESRIA is about successfully providing the space for intellectual autonomy?
SM: It does that successfully. But there is a counter strategy. I'm not talking of a conspiracy, but British, Americans, Europeans, maybe Japanese too -all these countries have their own projects for developing knowledge about Africa and they have different ways of funding it. At one time, after we were criticizing structural adjustment, the World Bank and some donors created an institution called the African Economic Research Consortium, which was like a counter network. It was looking at economic macro-economic, trade, and trying to espouse a view or trends on how Africans are not managing properly, and so on. You have a group of Africans who are trained in that and are benefiting from that, so you have a contest. Americans still have projects on agriculture, or on climate. Some people who may be in networks under American projects will [also] participate in CODESRIA. Sometimes they are in both places, but they are there because it's an opportunity. Nonetheless, they might feel more at home this side. Sometimes those projects give more money to those who can spend more time in a specific place. But there's always another generation.
Sometimes many people are involved not because there's money -there's always been very little money -but for young scholars in particular if you get an extra $1000 to $5000 dollars to go to a village and collect data, then that's a big contribution. So there are counter networks. They are growing. It's complicated. Part of the problem we have now with CODES-RIA is that we are growing, but we do not have the basis to fully challenge the whole counter. This is why institutions like the one I'm directing are also a counter. We can reinforce CODESRIA but also develop new avenues. This is why the South-South is an important broad counter because you're opening it up. The topics are many: people come with climate change and very frightening information about the disasters Africa will face in the next 50 years. They come with new methods, computers and so on, and we have to analyze that. The project is big. We still have to deal with the balance in terms of trying to understand the broad range of issues, but where we have a strong base. More people feel confident. In some respects, we believe in multi-polarity as a broad political perspective, but also as a broad theoretical framework of understanding the world and its possibilities.
That's why we are investing in cultivating that which can balance resources not just in terms of money, but also information -knowledge in a broader way. Sometimes this is not well conceptualized in CODESRIA's programs. That is because they are reproducing programs of a particular multinational working group or a particular project, but in a broad sense, the strategic importance is still there. CODESRIA is strong, but the challenges don't finish. There was perhaps some synthesis, but now you have different planes. In the context of the 2000s -the war on terror, the economic crisis, the Iraq war, post-soviet developments, emerging China and Brazil -the context itself has been building the new practice. For instance, for our South-South tri-continentalism in CODESRIA, its weight may not be that strong, but its importance is coming up, and it's being recognized. But you cannot do South-South without sufficient networks in place in the continent.
So this is one phase that we can see. But we can also see that looking from the other way. You have quite a few more Africans at different degrees who have influence intellectually and globally. But these are individuals who are read more generally, not directly as part of a CODES-RIA project. Nonetheless, we are products of CODESRIA, we are still part of and interact with CODESRIA. That's setting another stage for people to have more direct influence. Maybe when people start writing about what we've been doing and it's articulated as a body of knowledge then the perspective will become clear. Some of the work we do is leading that, at least for us in Agrarian studies. We try to capture what have we been saying, and what others are saying. But the East-West barrier is different now. There's possibly more space to engage now. For example, we think that China and to a certain extent Japan are not realizing that their co-operation mode needs to change to suit other multiple agendas in a more real way. The aid system, even from the West, was never emphasized in terms of autonomy or knowledge from within. So perhaps we also have other things, such as African businesses and foundations, and there are more things coming up, other sources of funding that are opening up a little bit more. I think this is where we are probably looking: we have more people on the ground, but maybe internally we could offer more to be more diversified. Sometimes information is not easily availably unless you go through certain channels in Europe and so on.
A multilayered community Q: So there has been no detailed account of CODESRIA?
SM: There have been some detailed studies, if you look carefully in the bibliography. Over the years there have been few articles, papers or books that reflect on the past ten years, rather than being a history of CODESRIA per se. Others are papers by African intellectuals, or theses about particular scholars in CODESRIA. There is no one book you can go to that gives you an account of CODESRIA for these past 40 years. Q: I guess it's very difficult to write about CODESRIA, not least because of its multiple influences. To conceptualize the question differently, is there other intellectual organization or group that can mirror back on CODESRIA?
SM: There isn't. I would dare to say that if you took a sample amongst 50 important African scholars in social science, I think the majority would be tied to CODESRIA. Take Mamdani for example, his most important book Citizen and Subject and even the other one on Uganda earlier, or Saviours and Survivors: Darfur, Politics and the War on Terror, in all these books there is strong direct and indirect influence of CODESRIA's network and interaction.
Q: Have these issues that he wrote about been debated in CODESRIA? SM: For the book Good Muslim, Bad Muslim, I told him he must present in a forum, whether or not it was with CODESRIA. Some of the books are co-published. There are African versions with CODESRIA. There are people in the CODESRIA network in Darfur, for example. The biggest critics of that book are Africans. Some people in that network are not necessarily there every day but they interact.
Q: If you take away CODESRIA, a lot of these names would not exist -is that true? All these people you cite? SM: If you take away CODESRIA, the perspective would have been different. The thing is, CODESRIA is a value system of broader networks. I asked Mamdani to elaborate on something he said in Hangzhou: the point is that we might invest in research on Zimbabwe land reform without CODESRIA funding from the beginning. But maybe at some point we will ask for an additional $3000, or even we just produce and they ask us to be a keynote speakerlike I did in 2011 at the biggest debate for the General Assembly. That was an argument about Zimbabwe's land reform in the global system and against South Africans and others. The work that I was presenting was not necessarily funded by CODESRIA. Some of that work was published, including in a book with CODESRIA and in some international journals, including ours. Historically, we are part of CODESRIA's thinking and learning; we throw ideas in, we get feedback and go to meetings. Q: How would you personally characterize what CODESRIA has done for you? I know you do a lot of work for them.
SM: I came from a country that was in a liberation struggle. When I came out of Africa, it was more like an exile period. Of course, some of us came out not as refugees or exiles and there was terminational funding to bring out Zimbabweans and South Africans. So I came to study in West Africa in Sierra Leone on a Commonwealth type scholarship. I went to a university where I did very well -top scores and a first degree. When I was in that university, in parallel to the curriculum, we would study literature about national liberation, pan-Africanism, Marxism -basically everything else we were studying outside of the university. This was the early 1970s at a mainstream university. In Sierra Leone and elsewhere in Africa at that time, there a neoclassical-liberal based curriculum. So that was how my degree came about.
I was tied to the liberation movement, anthropology, pan-Africanism and so on. By encountering CODESRIA I gained a strong grounding in a kind of left radical counter theoretical framework. So already in 1975, 1976 and onwards, I was within that. I did my Master's degree there under the pressure of these neoclassical type of people. I finished, I came and I rebelled by writing my PhDs in my own way. From the 1980s to 1990s, I was involved in a network on culture and aid. One was a multinational group on agriculture and aid and I was also a participant in a national working group on Zimbabwe. Then I was a co-editor of a multinational working group on peasant movements, then another one on land in Africa. I did a "Green Book" -a concept book for CODESRIA on land in Africa -as well as another book on Zimbabwe. So from 1980 until 2015, I was involved in six projects over 34 years, two of which I participated as a junior fellow in the 1980s.
During the 1980s, CODESRIA had various conferences and General Assemblies in different countries. I attended a number of these and would get books that were being published. I also took part in maybe five other projects at the University or the institute. These CODES-RIA projects were very critical to me intellectually. My first really influential publication was in that first Zimbabwe book. But I was publishing other things, with perhaps only 10% directly involved with CODESRIA; the others were through my own initiatives. In terms of the interaction and the influence of ideas, it's always been there. But for my work you have to deal with literature from the West, including classical literature, works by other African scholars who are not necessarily in CODESRIA and so on. So CODESRIA had a big influence on my work. In my sector -land and agriculture -since the 1980s, they haven't gone so deep. But the root of the knowledge was broad; some of them were from CODESRIA, some from outside, which we had to bring in agriculture. In 2000 they asked me to write a concept, what we call a "Green Book," that would inform other working groups that would be formed. I did that, and they asked me to lead and edit one group. After that three additional groups were formed by others. As part of those working groups and attending those conferences, I was learning and reading the CODESRIA journals. These were important in my own intellectual life, probably more defining than other literature. I read, outside of CODESRIA, works by African scholars, such as Mamdani's book, Good Muslim Bad Muslim, which was his own initiative. These are the people, and we all follow each other. Mamdani at some point intervened in the Zimbabwe debate by reviewing what my group and I were doing, as well as our opponents. In reading us, he was projecting our work.
Samir and Thandika were important up to the mid-1990s. They still are, but there is now a broader set of names in terms of CODESRIA. However, not everything they write is just CODESRIA. The strategy of CODRESIA has to be understood as although output and the input have diffused, in doing so, this has triggered a network. It's not a one-to-one development. For example, when we returned to Zimbabwe in 1982 or 1983, they had set up an institute of government studies there. They asked Thandika to help advise our group in setting up the research institute. He spent about a year and a half or two years there, so that was another influence of CODESRIA. We were a community of members going to other meetings, CODESRIA conferences and so on. Another Fellow of Political Science in Zimbabwe set up a regional network in Southern Africa looking to the broader political economy. That was very much informed by CODESRIA networks, kind of an offshoot of CODESRIA. Even for our network, the African Institute of Agrarian Studies, we don't get funding, but we are organically tied to CODESRIA; that method is also an offshoot. CODESRIA may not claim it because they really didn't put anything in it directly -they don't have to.
Many people may not say what I'm saying to you. In a way, if you are taking forward the CODERSIA, its name, you don't need their permission, and they don't have to acknowledge the ties. Some of the youngest scholars in our groups and networks, respond to CODERSIA's calls for papers and they go to conferences. So there are options. But lots of people may not tell the history that way, even the senior people may not, because if you're in the network and actively involved, sometimes you assimilate many ideas and your analysis becomes clearer. You may write about one country, but because you are interacting, you build certain knowledge of wider concerns. All these are influences.
Q:
The conventional academic existence is in a way very isolated. In that sense, CODESRIA provides a community. You are on your own, yes, but there is something else surrounding that. So in that sense you're never an isolated individual.
SM:
Yes. For instance, there are some institutions in North America, e.g. the University of Michigan State and another two in the Midwest; these are institutions that have done a lot of work on agricultural economics and so on. They've trained quite a few PhDs in the States and in different parts of the world, including foreign students. They've received over the years quite some money from US aid to do research projects in Africa. They have facilities and work with some networks on agricultural economics in Africa, or Southern Africa. Although they develop a community of scholars, we think they are very narrow and very neoclassical in their approach. I just read one paper by one of them about how he's taking a Ricardian approach to analyze the effects of climate change in Zimbabwe. I tried to read the basis of this Ricardian theory, the rent differential and so on. It's clear to me that this guy never read the critique of Marx on Ricardo. There has been a whole debate about rent for years, including people such as David Harvey, and this guy hasn't really read the political economy of land and the global political economy of agriculture world market. We are looking at this literature. There's so much money that's poured into Africa through climate change tied to networks in the US and Germany, but it's about perspective. Even with the youngsters I'm working with now, we're collecting these data, and it's about land use. We are confronting these issues. Hopefully these youngsters will pick it up. But certainly when we publish, it will come out in CODESRIA or somewhere. So all scholars in the world are in some communities, which have different meanings. And you have professional associates, economics of this and that agricultural economics. Some people prioritize and stick to those. Some of them are very econometrically orientated. This is a huge counter, broadly in the sense of political economy, and interdisciplinary.
Institutional shifts
Q: What about institutional shifts? If you track the institutional history of CODESRIA there may be six, seven or eight people spending a decade of life devoted to community building. But we have not yet discussed institutional shifts in the sense of the drivers who are moving the institution forward. They carry with them their own intellectual concerns and so on, unless there is a whole body, a so-called committee-led decision, in which case they simply implement it. SM: I think this is important. In those periods, the early 1970s, you had an executive committee whose composition changes with generations. I was a member of the executive committee from 1996 for three years. In the 1990s, the rules of CODESRIA stated that you could serve twice as a member of the committee, and then you have to break. As President you can serve one term of three years. In 1996, 1997 and 1998 Mamdani was President and I was deputy. Mamdani is younger than Samir Amin, and I was also young. So after 2001 or 2002, there was a new committee who were people of my generation. Two Presidents and also the executive committee were all becoming youngerwhat's more, there were women to lead COES-RIA. I became President again for one term from 2008 to 2011. Before that there was an executive committee with Samir Amin and some older guys, including the late political scientist Claude Ake from Nigeria, and so on. You have to recognize that throughout this period, there were generational changes in the executive committee. The concerns and so forth of these generations are important.
One thing that we have observed is that the executive committee and the secretariat had lots of space to implement things, but they were under greater influence from the committee in that first period. That's my hypothesis. From 1973 From or 1974 From until about 1992 , Samir was responding and he had some people. Administratively, they worked together. Then there was Abdullah Bujra who worked much closer with the committee. When Thandika took over for the first few years, the committee called Ake and they were still very influential. From 1992 to 1995 the committee was younger, the balance between the influence of the executive secretary shifted in favor of the secretariat, with bigger staff, more money and logistics. And then Thandika finished his ten-year tenure.
He was a deputy before and then Achille Mbembe came for three years. He tried to shift the organization towards a certain type of humanities, such as postmodern literature and narratives. He left, then after that came Adebyo Olukoshi. He had a strong committee, but from 1995 to 1996 the bureaucracy of the administration went from two or three people in the 1970s and 1980s to 50. In the 1990s there were about 20, including drivers, secretaries, editing, printing, library staff and so on. The influence shifted. Often some executive secretaries probably claimed more personal input but often it's a rolling process in which the members every year responded generally. Key people such as Thandika have had a huge influence, but he had a strong community. In the secretariat part he had more room, but he is very honest, with a lot of integrity as a person. He didn't mess around. The last two executives have had more autonomy. That's why this current review is really questioning whether what has been developing this past decade is okay.
Q: Has there always been a review?
SM: Yes, every three four years, there's an evaluation. Even so, some of the money we get from the Scandinavians was used to do our own evaluations. That's something they want to see us doing, and we have always welcomed that.
Q: Does that happen outside or internally?
SM: Internally mostly. They need a report to suggest further funds but we define the terms of reference, hiring the people, controlling things and saying this is the report. So it's not like an external evaluation, but it's repeated every four years to report on the money they gave, to say, "Look, this is how we spent." Before, they just provided support and service, and then by 1978 to 1985 when Abdalla Bujra was there, they created a professional organization with an international salary structure to try to offer a salary to attract people on par with the UN, so the jobs are relatively well paid. That's one important element to take into account -attracting people. But in the 1980s and up to probably the 1990s, there was a stronger solidarity amongst these kinds of organizations. In the 1990s there was also a more connected network, operating with some professionalism. Within the last 10 or 12 years, the bureaucratization and the link with the network have followed the same broad principles. Every three years we must have a General Assembly, and we must have other programs. The structure is moving, but probably with the professionalization or bureaucratization, the relationship has changed. If you take it from an intellectual point of view, Samir Amin, the first Director was very influential intellectually because of his own intellectual production. Then there was Bujra, his influence was more that of a good comrade. He was a scholar, yes, but he had no major intellectual influence. This was Bujra's work -he was somebody who pushed the barriers, supported and encouraged.
Thandika Mkandawire also became quite influential but only because of his style. He was hardworking and engaging in a more "critical of the left" way. After Thandika, Achille Mbembe tried to have influence by bringing this perspective. He included some work on cultural identities, but the ideas didn't hold ground in the CODESRIA community. He remained influential in Western post-modernist circles. In CODESRIA, his influence was limited. Next, Adebayo Olukoshi was good, and his work before he was Executive Secretary was important in the political science and international relations. He was in CODESRIA for eight years -Executive Secretaries are limited to two terms of four years each, although depending on the situation that could be extended by a year or so. This is one of the rules. The Executive Committee is three years and members are renewable once. The President only presides for three years. You can't become president again if you've already been president, but if you're a member you can later. The Executive Secretary is renewable once, and the term for the Deputy Executive Secretary is three years, renewable once. The other jobs are more open -four-year renewable contracts. So the institution has its own bureaucratic mechanisms for renewal that have generally worked. Sometimes there are fights, such as when Thandika was leaving and Mbembe was coming in. And even now, people are saying, "No, you can't just bring anybody: their eligibility and their criteria must be more thorough." The danger is that you can get somebody who maybe has some good publications but that perhaps isn't very relevant to CODESRIA.
Q: Have all Executives "graduated" from CODESRIA's own activities?
SM: No, Samir came from outside. Thandika grew with the organization, but he worked very hard and after he was very influential and his work grew more. So I think that built a lot more.
Q: In terms of intellectual input, is that mainly from the Executive Committee -or how does that work? SM: In the first few years, the Executive Committee was the brain, first in 1973 with Samir, until 1992 Samir, until or 1993 when Thandika was in his first period. These were first and second generation scholars and they set the tradition and so much of that got carried forward and elaborated. When Thandika left you had this situation where these two leaders were continuing a program for which they had enough resources, but not necessarily the committees working with them. When Mahmood and I were President and Deputy we were preoccupied with trying to reorganize CODESRIA. Our work was there, but I can't say we shifted the intellectual climate so much, although we encouraged a certain kind of debate. After Mbembe things became more professional, more open, with many projects so that many more people could participate. We had some intellectual influence, but not like some big new ideas. It was more of elaborating and opening up to more participation, but I can't think of an intellectual idea that was uniquely built. It is the scholars and people in the network who become the ones who push things forward. So out of 20 projects, maybe one, two or three of them have scholars who come up with some new ideas, or the books themselves may have something interesting, but you cannot attribute it to the Executive Committee or the Executive Secretary. In the time of Thandika, you could attribute one or two things to him, but you could attribute two or three networks to the Executive Committee. In the time of Amin, you could attribute more to him, and one or two things to some members of the group.
Executive Committee members are also in the community. Sometimes there are people in the community who were never in the committee -for instance, Archie Mafeje, he was a South African and in anthropology and agriculture, who was very influential in debates but never on the Committee. If you talk to a lot of sociologists and anthropologists, his work influenced them a lot. If you talk to economists and development people like myself, Samir and Thandika influenced them. It's highly contested because in this context the resources for research are limited so, like anything, there's a contest, but the way the thing is organized has made for smooth transitions. Now and then when a new person comes in, there are small tensions. I was managing a transition and there were small tensions. I would have to manage. At the same time, sometimes they say, "Let's change the policy of how we publish because it's too slow." Sometimes the bureaucracy has more influence on the possibility of changing. So this is why we have this review. By and large, I think it has worked well. But we still have problems; for example, we have many manuscripts and we are behind schedule.
Q: It sounds like the organizational structure is already there, you have something to follow, the pattern exists, and you modify this to work SM: Precisely, but there are certain decisions that remain to modify. For example, you might have to say to the Executive Secretary, "No you shouldn't have total control of this or a certain budget." The publications are a problem. Maybe it needs to be handled differently to produce more books, or better quality books, faster. A special effort is needed to deal with the backlog. I came to this meeting in Hangzhou because the Executive Secretary was in my corner. He knows my work -the South-South -so he wrote me a letter. That's how it should be. The Executive Secretary can't be all over the world and into everything. They have to manage themselves and their responsibilities so that things can flow. There are some bottlenecks. Some of them are perennial problems and solutions need to be found. Not just organizational solutions of how to manage a publishing unit, but how to finance it differently from how it is being financed now through grants. Grants aren't necessarily enough but you can't run it like that.
Q: There are some Japanese scholars in African Studies, like Matsuda or Mine. Are they involved in CODESRIA? SM: Not directly, but they read the work.
Q: Why is it they're not directly involved? Do they not have any interest? SM: They have a real interest in Africa, and they have come to Africa. One studies Kenyan pastoralism. They have a link with a Nairobi university, so they don't need to go through CODESRIA. Now I'm trying to say to them: the Japanese government can give more resources not just to the Japanese, but to some autonomous institutions in Africa, CODESRIA perhaps, or another in Kenya. The best way for collaboration is to have more stronger institutions so that if they came to me and say that we have a number of Japanese in Africa, we want to create more associations and links with African scholars. The Japanese wanted to hold an event and approached CODESRIA to ask for help doing this. I said OK, fine. So they gave a little bit of money, and they paid for the conference. They organized another one in Cameroon. So they started a process, but it was still directed by the Japanese.
Q: Aside from the funding program, are some scholars individually very interested in CODESRIA?
SM: Like Mine Yoichi. He has a strong interest in reading and has been following CODESRIA literature since the 1990s. I met him in Japan. Thandika had read his work so we met. We were already debating. He was working on Southern Africa. For the debate in Southern Africa, one way to understand the Zimbabwe debate is to look at similar situations, but the reactions and politics are different. Yoichi has a certain value because of his international relations and development. He's also building networks. These kinds of people have a different empathy, such as Ota Itaru at Kyoto University. They have an experience and affinity with African scholars. Such might be useful to help extend the bridge. The issue is that we want to have some strength. Part of CODESRIA's success is due to this networking capacity and these offshoots, there's some kind of institutional base to deal with the outside, or deal with other things that come inside. There might be some restraint in terms of resources, but there is a platform. This is the real issue, because I think that in the future you will need more platforms that may be linked directly, informally or indirectly with CODESRIA and so forth to accommodate the small multipolar way.
Q: In a way I think CODESRIA is too big. For instance, it is even recognized by the Senegal State.
SM: It's recognized on principles of view that the [Senegal] state would usually not do. That was Samir Amin. He used his association and links with the President of Senegal who was also an intellectual to create a "no man's land" for intellectuals in Africa. That's a unique thing to have.
Q:
We don't have that. We only have groupings.
SM:
One of the issues is that you need to have at least a small capacity that survives; whether or not the university department has money this year, you continue to be able to use the mechanisms in a way that is not tied to the calendar or the funding of the universities. That's one of the important things. You need that for continuity in communication, and it doesn't have to be big. For example, we work on our journal via the internet. Because we have an office, a space and a group, every one of us is contributing. But we know that every year we can go to Harare to a summer school where there's a collective action.
I think when you want to step it up, that's the story now -to cover more of Africa. I think that the bureaucracy overgrows at CODESRIA. Some of what they do, some parts of publishing for example, they could farm out to reduce bureaucracy. Some projects or working groups they could farm out, but keeping a core. They have to evolve. The situation is also changing, and this last ten years there's this feeling: how do you make it? Still, what little comes out of it is not bad. Many higher senior scholars feel that there could be more quality. Others feel that maybe there could be more impact. Maybe the bureaucracy is moving but they don't capture adequately the moment, and they have too much influence but no way to promote certain important issues. CODESRIA, for instance, has no major response to regional integration as a theme. There is a body of real thinking critically and different suggestions, without being a policy document. But even if you take the economic crisis, or the African Union and countries that are talking about a new agenda for industrialization, CODESRIA's work on the economy has been lagging behind these last 12 years. There is not much to read directly that is closer to regional integration.
Bigger issues
Q: Why is that? SM: It's partly because they're spreading the budget to have more young people in more areas -which is a good thing. Therefore, they cannot have a concentration on some themes that are dynamic. Some programs continue over the years, like training programs or governance. Some programs should be eliminated, since they have been there for 20 years and are maybe not necessary by now. In other words, important issues such as climate change can be on the table without sacrificing too much. In a ten-year period you should have some more influential statements or books that could come out. Q: What is the relationship with the African Union? As a political organization, the AU has an urgent task, for example in Libya. Does CODESRIA have some advocacy programs?
SM: This is the problem. For example, in 2009 we had the discussion with Mamdani. And in the 2008 General Assembly, people raised the question that certain big issues were happening and we must have a response. There are some general papers and projects but they're few because they did not allocate enough resources. Some of these big issues and concerns need groups of senior scholars already in the network and who might be willing to participate. With Mahmood we were saying, "Let's have a program since you have done this work on Rwanda and Darfur, Sudan." We had this thing emerging before Libya blew up and there was the crisis of Zimbabwe. So we tried to talk about having a program that could bring together a body so that in three years' time it could be a big statement.
Q: But it's an urgent task and time is limited.
SM:
Yes, but we were already talking then. We said, "Look, there is this militarization, the Americans are involved, the way conflict was being handled in Ivory Coast, etc. Instead of just having country or international working groups in a general way, why don't we have another high-level project which could address this at a higher level so that by the time the Libya crisis happened, before the bombingor even after -we could have already had enough to say no." Q: I remember in the middle of the crisis in 2011, the African Union had a very good suggestion but no one listened.
Precisely. The point is that countries and governments such as Nigeria and South Africa influenced the French to support the mission in Libya. They voted against it, but there wasn't a strong intellectual voice.
Q: Does the African Union have an intellectual wing? SM: They have experts and academics but once they get in they get caught up in a bureaucracy and involved in government diplomacy, taking sides geopolitically and quarrels. You need to have from outside some intellectual voices.
Q: But that's the original motive of the organization to give independent space. SM: CODESRIA has maybe not cultivated that enough, but the point is that African Union and African governments don't invest sufficiently in research. To give you an example, in Zimbabwe, we had to mobilize money in our own networks to write about the situation, to give a different narrative. It worked, it had influence but probably not in time, not early enough or not in the form, but you can see that is influential. Actually you could have a much better way to influence the Zimbabwe question without being narrow, not only in terms of the governmental steps but also international relations. But they don't do that; they don't do that kind of research. Even South Africa, which has so many researchers, has a very narrow academic view. Now, a lot of African studies from the US are funded by a program with a certain political agenda, whether it's the energy situation or conflict. A number of these people get grants from entirely different processes that you don't have yet in Africa. This is a big problem. What I'm saying is that in a multipolar world you have to have a different way. I was in Japan and the NGOs were concerned about land grabbingJapan is involved with Brazil in the northern part of Mozambique. I could see the discussion, but when I saw what they were saying and doing I said to myself, "there isn't much research behind this." There's solidarity and trying to do a critique of this and support Mozambique. It's a good initiative but even the organizations in Mozambique (the NGOS) have very little analysis of this problem. They have knowledge, but not enough research and analysis. You need to have strong intellectual networks and institutions because these issues will always be picked up by research organizations. I think in the 1970s, 1980s, and the structural reorganization in the 1990s, CODESRIA had a sharper capture of certain big issues. Even if they had many projects, there were certain books or writings that addressed big problems. Take Libya: Libya is not just Libya, it's Ivory Coast, it's what's happening in Kenya, Nigeria and so on. So you have some interesting microstudies or case studies, but it's not taken further. So it's not a negative statement but at the same time you need to lift some important issues.
The network is also a methodology, and a way of resisting a divided way of looking at things. So some of these things are not spelled out in the articulation of CODESRIA, but they're built in. And most of us should end up by writing books about the methodology and experience to reflect. We need to start pulling this stuff together the questions you're asking me.
Q: Perhaps only outsiders will ask questions like this. From my point of view, CODESRIA can do a lot of things, given the multilayered network that's already there.
What can be done?
SM: The important thing is that without these different layers of knowledge building and training you can't do the other things. I think with these things you are making important inroads, but you have to see how to do other high value things. That's what some people will be asking. We don't have a response to this issue or that.
Q: The potential power -not power in the conventional sense, but intellectually -is actually there for CODESRIA to take on issues outside Africa. That's how you get really influential. If you have that, you can tackle things in Asia or in Latin America. The basis is Africa, and you already have that. So how to develop that will be different from what Americans and Europeans have done. There is the basis, but with a certain equal footing attitude. Even for Africa, you need to know other places, right? SM: Yes. This is the thinking behind the SouthSouth initiative: you can see that we have the networks but they're still not growing enough. That is another big issue: how are we pulling together knowledge and depth in the South in terms of cooperation? Q: Slowly.
SM: Yes.
Q: That's how I think you can entirely rewrite global modern history, through Africa. It used to be Africa versus the West, but when you mediate through the Third World you're reaching much wider history. That will be completely different. But nobody's ready yet.
SM: I think in a way our journal Agrarian South is trying to move in that directionlooking more broadly. But still, these are pieces of that you have to bring together, and you have to take it further. And this is where the link with your networks, the other SouthSouth networks come in. Sometimes we end up in a pessimistic critique, but it's actually positive what is being built. The issue is how to organize to be able to do that, and to have another impact. That's the challenge. Possibly some of us are too involved, and you will need other people.
There's a certain grip and influence that certain organizations in the West have on making a judgement on our scholarship. You can see it's very narrowly based. But if you have other persons, they can come up with a better way, which can also enrich our debates. I think that's interesting. Sometimes even scholars are not ready for certain ideas. Like you say, the African Union has a big agenda of industrialization. But for some scholars, even those who are leaning to the left, that pan-African edge is not as strong. Secondly, they are very cynical about African governments. Related to that, they're overwhelmed by the influence of the West, geopolitically and in Africa. So they don't see these as possible projects, such as regional integration. Some of the response is populist -we should have integration from below. But the state is also an important project. So you see we have these problems; the intellectual barriers and the barriers to autonomy are broader than what CODESRIA can do. Because even Mamdani, however you look at his work, when he was at Colombia University, his work became a critic of certain American positions, scholars and policy. I can do that with what I write but you're not going to find so many Africans in America critiquing dominant views, asking diplomatically-sensitive questions and so on. It's a way to come to a position where the knowledge grows if it is opened up. You would be surprised, for instance, how much we have learned from understanding Latin America when it comes to agrarian issues; there are certain things there that have a lot in common with Southern Africa.
Q: That's a positive take -you're learning more and it's intellectually more exciting.
SM:
That's the other thing -you have a whole debate right now in Africa on agriculture and small-scale farming. Honestly, not many Africans have studied Asia, the intricacies of agriculture, even the Japanese, Korea, or Taiwan. There is another trajectory already, which is not based on huge farms, but people don't read that. So we have an eye on that but we actually need to do more. We need more Africans to really understand it. Even so, in some of those countries where there may be a crisis of some sort -when I read about Japan, for instance, there are critics of this very culture -there is still a lot in the field of agrarian transition that's not understood in terms of how it's tied to the industrial and the way industrialization has happened. We are not going to learn that from the interaction with the West. They keep on telling us, "No, no, you must have big farms." A lot of people believe that -they think, ah, these peasants … Q: Let's hope we can continue the conversations. Thank you so much for agreeing to talk to us.
